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A hybrid vehicle is one that uses two or more distinct types of power, such as submarines that
use diesel when surfaced and batteries when submerged. Other means to store energy include
pressurized fluid in hydraulic hybrids. The basic principle with hybrid vehicles is that the
different motors work better at different speeds; the electric motor is more efficient at producing
torque, or turning power, and the combustion engine is better for maintaining high speed better
than a typical electric motor. Switching from one to the other at the proper time while speeding
up yields a win-win in terms of energy efficiency , as such that translates into greater fuel
efficiency , for example. Mopeds , electric bicycles , and even electric kick scooters are a simple
form of a hybrid, powered by an internal combustion engine or electric motor and the rider's
muscles. Early prototype motorcycles in the late 19th century used the same principle. In Bernie
Macdonalds conceived the Electrilite [3] SHB with power electronics allowing regenerative
braking and pedaling while stationary. In Thomas Muller designed and built a "Fahrrad mit
elektromagnetischem Antrieb" for his diploma thesis. Until they built several prototype SH
tricycles and quadricycles. A SHEPB prototype made by David Kitson in Australia [5] in used a
lightweight brushless DC electric motor from an aerial drone and small hand-tool sized internal
combustion engine , and a 3D printed drive system and lightweight housing, altogether
weighing less than 4. Active cooling keeps plastic parts from softening. The prototype uses a
regular electric bicycle charge port. Hybrid power trains use diesel-electric or turbo-electric to
power railway locomotives, buses, heavy goods vehicles, mobile hydraulic machinery , and
ships. With large vehicles, conversion losses decrease and the advantages in distributing
power through wires or pipes rather than mechanical elements become more prominent,
especially when powering multiple drives â€” e. Until recently most heavy vehicles had little
secondary energy storage, e. Both series and parallel setups were used in WW2 submarines.
China The First Hybrid Evaluating locomotive was designed by rail research center Matrai in
and built in Japan Japan's first hybrid train with significant energy storage is the KiHa E , with
roof-mounted lithium ion batteries. Already many transport vehicles such as auto-rickshaws
and buses run on CNG fuel. It is unclear if regenerative braking is used; but in principle, it is
easily utilized. Since these engines typically need extra weight for traction purposes anyway the
battery pack's weight is a negligible penalty. The existing motors and running gear are all
rebuilt and reused. The advantages hybrid cars have for frequent starts and stops and idle
periods apply to typical switching yard use. RTG cranes are typically used for loading and
unloading shipping containers onto trains or trucks in ports and container storage yards. The
energy used to lift the containers can be partially regained when they are lowered. Hybrid
systems are coming into use for trucks, buses and other heavy highway vehicles. Small fleet
sizes and installation costs are compensated by fuel savings, [14] [ needs update ] with
advances such as higher capacity, lowered battery cost, etc. Kenworth Truck Company recently
introduced the Kenworth T Class 6 that for city usage seems to be competitive. The diesel
engines run at a constant RPM for peak efficiency. In students at Minneapolis, Minnesota's
Hennepin Vocational Technical Center, converted a Volkswagen Beetle to a petro-hydraulic
hybrid with off-the shelf components. No lightweight materials were used. Since , the US
military has been testing serial hybrid Humvees [23] [24] and have found them to deliver faster
acceleration, a stealth mode with low thermal signature , near silent operation, and greater fuel
economy. Ships with both mast-mounted sails and steam engines were an early form of a
hybrid vehicle. Another example is the diesel-electric submarine. This runs on batteries when
submerged and the batteries can be recharged by the diesel engine when the craft is on the
surface. Newer hybrid ship-propulsion schemes include large towing kites manufactured by
companies such as SkySails. Towing kites can fly at heights several times higher than the
tallest ship masts, capturing stronger and steadier winds. The fuel cell provides all power for
the cruise phase of flight. During takeoff and climb, the flight segment that requires the most
power, the system draws on lightweight lithium-ion batteries. The demonstrator aircraft is a
Dimona motor glider, built by Diamond Aircraft Industries of Austria, which also carried out
structural modifications to the aircraft. With a wingspan of Hybrid FanWings have been
designed. A FanWing is created by two engines with the capability to autorotate and landing like
a helicopter. When the term hybrid vehicle is used, it most often refers to a Hybrid electric
vehicle. A petroleum-electric hybrid most commonly uses internal combustion engines using a
variety of fuels, generally gasoline or Diesel engines and electric motors to power the vehicle.
The energy is stored in the fuel of the internal combustion engine and an electric battery set.
There are many types of petroleum-electric hybrid drivetrains , from Full hybrid to Mild hybrid ,
which offer varying advantages and disadvantages. William H. Patton filed a patent application
for a gasoline-electric hybrid rail-car propulsion system in early , and for a similar hybrid boat
propulsion system in mid In , Henri Pieper developed the world's first petro-electric hybrid
automobile. In , Ferdinand Porsche developed a series-hybrid using two motor-in-wheel-hub

arrangements with an internal combustion generator set providing the electric power; Porsche's
hybrid set two-speed records. His home-converted Opel GT was reported to return as much as
75 mpg with plans still sold to this original design, and the "Mother Earth News" modified
version on their website. The plug-in-electric-vehicle PEV is becoming more and more common.
It has the range needed in locations where there are wide gaps with no services. The batteries
can be plugged into house mains electricity for charging, as well being charged while the
engine is running. Some battery electric vehicles can be recharged while the user drives. Such a
vehicle establishes contact with an electrified rail, plate, or overhead wires on the highway via
an attached conducting wheel or other similar mechanisms see conduit current collection. The
vehicle's batteries are recharged by this processâ€”on the highwayâ€”and can then be used
normally on other roads until the battery is discharged. For example, some of the
battery-electric locomotives used for maintenance trains on the London Underground are
capable of this mode of operation. Developing an infrastructure for battery electric vehicles
would provide the advantage of virtually unrestricted highway range. However, private use of
the existing electrical system is almost universally prohibited. Besides, the technology for such
electrical infrastructure is largely outdated and, outside some cities, not widely distributed see
Conduit current collection , trams , electric rail , trolleys , third rail. Updating the required
electrical and infrastructure costs could perhaps be funded by toll revenue or by dedicated
transportation taxes. In addition to vehicles that use two or more different devices for
propulsion , some also consider vehicles that use distinct energy sources or input types " fuels
" using the same engine to be hybrids, although to avoid confusion with hybrids as described
above and to use correctly the terms, these are perhaps more correctly described as dual mode
vehicles:. Hydraulic hybrid and pneumatic hybrid vehicles use an engine or regenerative
braking or both to charge a pressure accumulator to drive the wheels via hydraulic liquid or
pneumatic compressed gas drive units. In most cases the engine is detached from the
drivetrain, serving solely to charge the energy accumulator. The transmission is seamless.
Regenerative braking can be used to recover some of the supplied drive energy back into the
accumulator. A French company, MDI , has designed and has running models of a petro-air
hybrid engine car. The system does not use air motors to drive the vehicle, being directly driven
by a hybrid engine. The engine uses a mixture of compressed air and gasoline injected into the
cylinders. Petro-hydraulic configurations have been common in trains and heavy vehicles for
decades. The auto industry recently focused on this hybrid configuration as it now shows
promise for introduction into smaller vehicles. The charging engine runs at optimum speed and
load for efficiency and longevity. Although petro-hydraulic hybrid technology has been known
for decades and used in trains as well as very large construction vehicles, the high costs of the
equipment precluded the systems from lighter trucks and cars. In the modern sense, an
experiment proved the viability of small petro-hydraulic hybrid road vehicles in A group of
students at Minneapolis, Minnesota's Hennepin Vocational Technical Center, converted a
Volkswagen Beetle car to run as a petro-hydraulic hybrid using off-the-shelf components. In the
s, a team of engineers working at EPA's National Vehicle and Fuel Emissions Laboratory
succeeded in developing a revolutionary type of petro-hydraulic hybrid powertrain that would
propel a typical American sedan car. The accumulator vessel size dictates total energy storage
capacity and may require more space than an electric battery set. Any vehicle space consumed
by a larger size of accumulator vessel may be offset by the need for a smaller sized charging
engine, in HP and physical size. Research is underway in large corporations and small
companies. The focus has now switched to smaller vehicles. The system components were
expensive which precluded installation in smaller trucks and cars. A drawback was that the
power driving motors were not efficient enough at part load. The pump is highly efficient at all
speed ranges and loads, giving feasibility to small applications of petro-hydraulic hybrids. The
BMW i, gave double the mpg in city driving compared to the standard car. The design of
petro-hydraulic hybrids using well sized accumulators allows downsizing an engine to average
power usage, not peak power usage. Peak power is provided by the energy stored in the
accumulator. A smaller more efficient constant speed engine reduces weight and liberates
space for a larger accumulator. It is restrictive and far from ideal to install petro-hydraulic
mechanicals into existing bodies not designed for hydraulic setups. One research project's goal
is to create a blank paper design new car, to maximize the packaging of petro-hydraulic hybrid
components in the vehicle. All bulky hydraulic components are integrated into the chassis of
the car. One design has claimed to return mpg in tests by using a large hydraulic accumulator
which is also the structural chassis of the car. The small hydraulic driving motors are
incorporated within the wheel hubs driving the wheels and reversing to claw-back kinetic
braking energy. The hub motors eliminate the need for friction brakes, mechanical
transmissions, driveshafts, and U-joints, reducing costs and weight. Hydrostatic drive with no

friction brakes is used in industrial vehicles. The energy created by shock absorbers and kinetic
braking energy that normally would be wasted assists in charging the accumulator. A small
fossil-fuelled piston engine sized for average power use charges the accumulator. The
accumulator is sized at running the car for 15 minutes when fully charged. In January industry
giant Chrysler announced a partnership with the US Environmental Protection Agency EPA to
design and develop an experimental petro-hydraulic hybrid powertrain suitable for use in large
passenger cars. In an existing production minivan was adapted to the new hydraulic powertrain
for assessment. The hydraulic and electronic components were supplied by Robert Bosch
GmbH. Another form of a hybrid vehicle are the human-powered electric vehicles. These include
such vehicles as the Sinclair C5 , Twike , electric bicycles , electric skateboards , and Electric
motorcycles and scooters. In a parallel hybrid vehicle, an electric motor and an internal
combustion engine are coupled such that they can power the vehicle either individually or
together. Most commonly the internal combustion engine, the electric motor and gearbox are
coupled by automatically controlled clutches. For electric driving, the clutch between the
internal combustion engine is open while the clutch to the gearbox is engaged. While in
combustion mode the engine and motor run at the same speed. The first mass-production
parallel hybrid sold outside Japan was the 1st generation Honda Insight. In a power-split hybrid
electric drive train, there are two motors: a traction electric motor and an internal combustion
engine. The power from these two motors can be shared to drive the wheels via a power split
device, which is a simple planetary gear set. The combustion engine can act as a generator
charging the batteries. On the open road, the primary power source is the internal combustion
engine. When maximum power is required, for example, to overtake, the traction electric motor
is used to assist. This increases the available power for a short period, giving the effect of
having a larger engine than actually installed. In most applications, the combustion engine is
switched off when the car is slow or stationary thereby reducing curbside emissions. A seriesor serial-hybrid vehicle is driven by an electric motor, functioning as an electric vehicle while
the battery pack energy supply is sufficient, with an engine tuned for running as a generator
when the battery pack is insufficient. There is typically no mechanical connection between the
engine and the wheels, and the primary purpose of the range extender is to charge the battery.
It operates as an electric vehicle until the battery charge is low, and then activates an
engine-powered generator to maintain power, and is also available without the range extender.
The Fisker Karma was the first series-hybrid production vehicle. When describing cars, the
battery of a series-hybrid is usually charged by being plugged in - but a series-hybrid may also
allow for a battery to only act as a buffer and for regeneration purposes , and for the electric
motor's power to be supplied constantly by a supporting engine. Series arrangements have
been common in diesel-electric locomotives and ships. Ferdinand Porsche effectively invented
this arrangement in speed-record-setting racing cars in the early 20th century, such as the
Lohner-Porsche Mixte Hybrid. Porsche named his arrangement "System Mixt" and it was a
wheel hub motor design, where each of the two front wheels was powered by a separate motor.
This arrangement was sometimes referred to as an electric transmission , as the electric
generator and driving motor replaced a mechanical transmission. The vehicle could not move
unless the internal combustion engine was running. In Toyota released the first series-hybrid
bus sold in Japan. Using supercapacitors they claim up to mpg in a series-hybrid arrangement.
Another subtype of hybrid vehicles is the plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. The plug-in hybrid is
usually a general fuel-electric parallel or serial hybrid with increased energy storage capacity,
usually through a lithium-ion battery , which allows the vehicle to drive on all-electric mode a
distance that depends on the battery size and its mechanical layout series or parallel. It may be
connected to mains electricity supply at the end of the journey to avoid charging using the
on-board internal combustion engine. This concept is attractive to those seeking to minimize
on-road emissions by avoiding â€” or at least minimizing â€” the use of ICE during daily driving.
As with pure electric vehicles, the total emissions saving, for example in CO 2 terms, is
dependent upon the energy source of the electricity generating company. Current tax systems
in many European countries use mineral oil taxation as a major income source. This is generally
not the case for electricity, which is taxed uniformly for the domestic customer, however that
person uses it. Some electricity suppliers also offer price benefits for off-peak night users,
which may further increase the attractiveness of the plug-in option for commuters and urban
motorists. A National Highway Traffic Safety Administration report examined hybrid electric
vehicle accidents that involved pedestrians and cyclists and compared them to accidents
involving internal combustion engine vehicles ICEV. The findings showed that, in certain road
situations, HEVs are more dangerous for those on foot or bicycle. For crashes involving cyclists
or pedestrians, there was a higher incident rate for HEVs than ICEVs when a vehicle was turning
a corner. However, there was no statistically significant difference between the types of vehicles

when they were driving straight. Several automakers developed electric vehicle warning sounds
designed to alert pedestrians to the presence of electric drive vehicles such as hybrid electric
vehicle, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and all-electric vehicles EVs travelling at low speeds.
Their purpose is to make pedestrians, cyclists, the blind, and others aware of the vehicle's
presence while operating in all-electric mode. The hybrid vehicle typically achieves greater fuel
economy and lower emissions than conventional internal combustion engine vehicles ICEVs ,
resulting in fewer emissions being generated. These savings are primarily achieved by three
elements of a typical hybrid design:. Other techniques that are not necessarily 'hybrid' features,
but that are frequently found on hybrid vehicles include:. These features make a hybrid vehicle
particularly efficient for city traffic where there are frequent stops, coasting, and idling periods.
In addition noise emissions are reduced, particularly at idling and low operating speeds, in
comparison to conventional engine vehicles. For continuous high-speed highway use, these
features are much less useful in reducing emissions. Hybrid vehicle emissions today are getting
close to or even lower than the recommended level set by the EPA Environmental Protection
Agency. The recommended levels they suggest for a typical passenger vehicle should be
equated to 5. The three most popular hybrid vehicles, Honda Civic , Honda Insight and Toyota
Prius , set the standards even higher by producing 4. More fossil fuel is needed to build hybrid
vehicles than conventional cars but reduced emissions when running the vehicle more than
outweigh this. However, hybrid CO 2 emissions have often been overstated. In one study using
real-world driving data, it was shown they use on average g of CO 2 per km instead of the 44g
per km in the official tests. Though hybrid cars consume less fuel than conventional cars, there
is still an issue regarding the environmental damage of the hybrid car battery. Some are far
more toxic than others. Lithium ion is the least toxic of the two mentioned above. The toxicity
levels and environmental impact of nickel metal hydride batteriesâ€”the type currently used in
hybridsâ€”are much lower than batteries like lead acid or nickel cadmium according to one
source. The lithium-ion battery has attracted attention due to its potential for use in hybrid
electric vehicles. Hitachi is a leader in its development. In addition to its smaller size and lighter
weight, lithium-ion batteries deliver performance that helps to protect the environment with
features such as improved charge efficiency without memory effect. There are two different
levels of charging. Level two is a faster method; existing Level 2 equipment offers charging
from V or V at up to 80 A, It may require dedicated equipment and a connection installation for
home or public units, although vehicles such as the Tesla have the power electronics on board
and need only the outlet. Three important factorsâ€”distance on charge, cost of charging, and
time to charge [82] In order for the hybrid to run on electrical power, the car must perform the
action of braking in order to generate some electricity. The electricity then gets discharged
most effectively when the car accelerates or climbs up an incline. Hybrid battery capacity
currently ranges from 4. On a hybrid car, the battery packs currently range from 0. There is an
impending increase in the costs of many rare materials used in the manufacture of hybrid cars.
Nearly all the rare earth elements in the world come from China, [87] and many analysts believe
that an overall increase in Chinese electronics manufacturing will consume this entire supply by
A few non-Chinese sources such as the advanced Hoidas Lake project in northern Canada as
well as Mount Weld in Australia are currently under development; [88] however, the barriers to
entry are high [89] and require years to go online. Hybrids-Electric vehicles HEVs combine the
advantage of gasoline engines and electric motors. The key areas for efficiency or performance
gains are regenerative braking, dual power sources, and less idling. Other types of green
vehicles include other vehicles that go fully or partly on alternative energy sources than fossil
fuel. Another option is to use alternative fuel composition i. Other approaches include personal
rapid transit , a public transportation concept that offers automated on-demand non-stop
transportation, on a network of specially built guideways. With combined effort from many car
companies, the Hybrid industry has sold millions of Hybrids. Hybrid car companies like Toyota,
Honda, Ford, and BMW have pulled together to create a movement of Hybrid vehicle sales
pushed by Washington lobbyists to lower the world's emissions and become less reliant on our
petroleum consumption. In , sales went beyond , Hybrids, but in retrospect that only reduced
the global use for gasoline consumption by , gallons per day â€” a tiny fraction of the million
gallons used per day. Fuel continues to represent a small part of the overall cost of owning and
operating a personal vehicle". Hybrids may be more efficient than many other gasoline motors
as far as gasoline consumption is concerned but as far as being green and good for the
environment is completely inaccurate. Hybrid car companies have a long time to go if they
expect to really go green. According to Harvard business professor Theodore Levitt states
"managing products" and "meeting customers' needs", "you must adapt to consumer
expectations and anticipation of future desires. This "green myopia" as Ottman calls it, fails
because marketers focus on the greenness of the product and not on the actual effectiveness.

Researchers and analysts say people are drawn to the new technology, as well as the
convenience of fewer fill-ups. Secondly, people find it rewarding to own the better, newer,
flashier, and so-called greener car. In the term "self-charging hybrid" became popular in
advertising, though cars referred to by this name do not offer any different functionality than a
standard hybrid electric vehicle provides. The only self-charging effect is in energy recovery via
regenerative braking, which is also true of plug-in hybrids , fuel cell electric vehicles and battery
electric vehicles. In January , using this term has been prohibited in Norway , for misleading
advertising by Toyota and Lexus. While the adoption rate for hybrids in the US is small today 2.
However, forecasts vary widely. More optimistic views as of include predictions that hybrids
would dominate new car sales in the US and elsewhere over the next 10 to 20 years. The target
is an average for each manufacturer's new car fleet; it allows OEMs to build some vehicles that
emit less than the average and some that emit more. This target will be in line with the EU's
long-term climate goals. Each of these vehicles will be counted as two vehicles in , 1. These
super credits will help manufacturers further reduce the average emissions of their new car
fleet. However, to prevent the scheme from undermining the environmental integrity of the
legislation, there will be a 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Vehicle using two or more
power sources. For a vehicle that combines the electric motor with ICE generator power and
battery power or concurrent configuration, see Hybrid electric vehicle. For other types of hybrid
transportation, see Hybrid vehicle disambiguation. Main article: Hybrid train. Main article:
Hybrid electric vehicle. See also: Compressed air car. Main article: Plug-in hybrid. See also:
Plug-in electric vehicle. Main article: Electric vehicle warning sounds. Main article: Electric
vehicle battery. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. This article needs to be updated. Please update this article to reflect recent events or
newly available information. February Energy portal Ecology portal. Retrieved Velomobile
Seminar. Archived from the original on Sydney Morning Herald. AP digital. Times of India.
Ecotality Life. Archived from the original PDF on RailPower Technologies Corp. But Daniel
thinks "Energy debate heats up: the high gas prices of last summer fueled the energy debate
that continues today. Kenworth Truck Company. Mother Earth News. Marchâ€”April Retrieved
on USA Today. Thomas A. The Street Railway Journal. VII 10 : â€” October English Mechanic
and World of Science : July Tata Motors. Modern Materials Handling. US EPA. The Observer The
Guardian. The New York Times. Honda Motor. The Atlantic. International Humanities Center.
Toyota Motor. PR Newswire. Legislative Digest. Idaho Department of Environmental Quality.
Evidence from a hybrid choice model". Research in Transportation Economics. Retrieved
December 09, from Hybridcars. Morano Archives of Environmental Contamination and
Toxicology. November Cancer Research. May Bibcode : ITPE Green Car Reports. Hedrick; J.
Orris Academic OneFile. Newsweek 14 July Stafford, and Cathy L. In Sandalow, David ed.
Brookings Institution. Alternative fuel vehicles. Fuel cell vehicle. Electric bicycle Pedelec. Solar
vehicle Solar car Solar bus Electric aircraft Electric boat. Compressed air car Compressed-air
vehicle Tesla turbine. Fuel cell vehicle Hydrogen economy Hydrogen vehicle Hydrogen internal
combustion engine vehicle. Autogas Hybrid electric vehicle Liquid nitrogen vehicle Natural gas
vehicle Propane. Who Killed the Electric Car? What Is the Electric Car? Revenge of the Electric
Car. Wind-powered vehicle Zero-emissions vehicle. Car design. Hot rod Lead sled Lowrider
Street rod T-bucket. Compact executive Executive Personal. Compact Mini. Front Mid Rear.
Portal Category Template:EC car classification. Categories : Hybrid vehicles Engines Electric
vehicles Hybrid electric buses. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help
Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Low-carbon power Carbon-neutral fuel Fossil fuel phase-out.
Electric vehicle Green vehicle Plug-in hybrid. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
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Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June edited June in
Ford. June Why did you start a new topic? Who said? Can you hear the fuel pump run when you
first turn the key to ON. When it is failing to start. As I said previously, check the fuel pump
relay. The relays are in the underhood power distribution box - a box with fuses, curcruit
breakers, and relays. A relay is just a small cube that plugs into the box. There may be more
than one. I don't know if they are marked as to what they control or not. I think a Ranger, if it has
more than one, they are all the same. If there is more than one, change them around, wiggle
them, press them in securely. If you change out the fuel pump one, and it has been failing, it
might cure the problem. Of course, you have now put the misbehaving one on some other
circuit They don't cost too much. If you can ID the one for the fuel pump, I would just replace it
and hope this fixes it. Truck has 2. Turns over freely. Eventually starts after maybe 60 seconds,
some jockeying the acelerator. Replaced fuel filter. Runs ok once started. Suspicious of fuel
regulator. Suggestions anyone? September I have a ford Ranger 2. Im having starting problems.
I bought a new Starter relay. Where is the starter relay hidden? Im begining to think it doesent
have one. Please help!!! The starter relat on my ford ranger is located on the driver side fender
inside part right next to the distrubution box. It may be on the starter itself. I don't know for
sure, Ford's are weird. October I noticed my the theft light on my ranger started to flash rapidly
when the car was running, it has become increasingly difficult to start at times, yesterday after I
parked it for about 2 hrs. When I turned the key on the theft light flashed was flashing rapidly
and the vehicle would not start. I replaced the coil but it made no difference. I disconnected the
battery and re connected it, that did not help either. The battery had plenty of power to turn the

engine over but there was no fire to the plugs, I finally had the vehicle towed after a couple of
hrs. I also noticed that my power door locks were not operating properly recently. Today I went
out to see if I could try something else that might fix the problem, but I wanted to make sure the
vehicle was still not working, when I turned the key the vehicle started and ran just fine, there
was no flashing theft light and it started the first time. Is there anyone who has experienced this
problem? If so did you find a solution, is there any way to disable the theft system to prevent
this from happening again? November Hello, Did you fix it? I'm having the same problem with
my Windstar! My 92 Ranger intermittently will not start when cold. If I return a couple hours later
and try again, It will start! This seemed to happen after the Idler Solenoid was replaced? Any
Ideas?? December Having same problem with 98 mazda b v6, have had it towed to dealer twice
and after bringing it off flatbed truck it starts right up. Hi all, My 99, 4. I usally have to crank it
twice until it will start and when it dose start it hesitates a little and then idles fine. I have
replaced the idle air control and the fuel filter. The engine runs good and strong. Could bad
plugs and wires cause hard starting? Any Ideas: thanks, mike. January I hav a Ranger, starts
perfect after let sit for a bit but to turn the truck off to get gas then when i go to start up and pull
away the motor wurls over but wont go, seems to me like its flooding itself. I have a Ford
Ranger, 4 cylinder, manual transmission. It will not start. When key is turned, it will click one
time. It did this a month ago. Put in new battery, had starter tested at Autozone. Starter was ok.
After putting starter back in, I jumped the solonoid and it started. Then it started every time until
now. Now it has quit again. Same symptoms. Has new battery, cables are clean and connected
well, starter is ok. When key is turned, it will click once, that is it. I can jump the solonoid and
nothing happens. I thought is solonoid was bad, then jumping it would tell me because it would
start, but it doesn't. Any ideas on what my problem is??? Note: I can push it off and crank it, so
it is definetly an electrical problem. When you say you are jumping the solenoid, are you
jumping from large post to large post, or are you just puting a screw driver between the little
post and big one? Some of them solenoids its pretty hard to get from big post to big post. I
would use a set of jumper cables to help you here. Run the negative between the block and
battery. Then connect the positive up, and touch it to the starter side of the solenoid. If you are
jumping it correctly and nothing is happening check to make sure your starter is tight,and the
mating surface between the starter and block are clean. I have seen oil leaks make for a hard
start some times. One thing to remember. When autozone tests your starter. Its a no load test.
Meaning if you are having problems with bad bearings in your starter it wont show up there. I
would pull the starter again, and hold the gear in the nose, and shake it. If you hear a clunking
sound, its not a good sound. You need to replace that starter, the bearings have gone bad. You
can also just look at the bearings in the nose and see if there is alot of play there as well. One
more thing. Is the positive cable getting warm to the touch when you are jumping the solenoid?
If it has rubbed on the exhaust or frame in a hard to see place, you wont notice it, but it will
ground out the starter every time. Electricity chooses the path of least resistance, and that
starter is a huge resistor when engaging the flywheel. If your solenoid is just clicking, then you
need to charge the battery or replace it. I would take to whatever battery store you use, and
have them charge it. You need amp hours to fully charge a completely discharged battery. So to
figure out what you think you need, if you charge a battery at 2amps for 8 hours that is 16 amp
hours. The faster you charge a battery the faster you wear it out. A fast charge over 20amps will
cause the lead plates to vibrate and shake off material, and you risk overheating the battery and
boiling out electrolyte. If your solenoid is clicking, I would say you probably need atleast amp
hours. So if you take it to wally world, and have them charge it on slow charge 2A , leave it with
them for atleast 5hrs or all day. Then have them test it for you with a load. Have them burn off
the top charge though, otherwise it will test wrong. They can do that by connecting it to a car
with jumper cables and turning the lights and fan on in the car for about sec. February Will not
start. The truck is getting spark, Gas, etc. We have replaced the crank sensor and coil pack. You
can hear the fuel pump as soon as you turn the key on. What's up? So how do you know its
getting gas? Can it fill a quart jar in less than 30sec? How bout checking compression? Check
your air filter IAC might have a problem, can you pull the plugs and they are wet? Dry How bout
checking compression? I put my finger in the plug hole and turned it over it blows my finger out
pretty good Can it fill a quart jar in less than 30sec? Pressure release valve fu le under the hood
you open it and gas comes out, it real good. When this first started The truck would just die.
You would let it sit and try again it would start. Then it would just die. Let it sit. Then it would
start. Then it died and has never started again? What size engine is this again? I tried to find it
but couldnt Sorry 3. I have the same exact problem, and when it gets warm out it goes away, or
when you had it started that day already it starts up fine. Mine is an '02 4. When I start it I just
start it like a carbureator holding the gas pedal. But the engine still runs real strong even in this
-5 degree weather. I suggest choke cleaner in the air intake. But I'm skeptical of doing this

because I ruined a lawn mower that way before. Try cycling the fuel pump twice before starting.
If that helps, it could be that your fuel pump is losing pressure or your injectors need a good
flushing. March So, I have a 4x4 6cyl. It starts and stalls two or three times before it gets going,
and that's usually because I start giving it gas on the third time. Could it be the O2 sensors? I
have no idea. Any thoughts? It seems to be getting worse. April I'm having what sounds like the
exact same problem with my ranger 4. Did you ever find a solution to this problem? Starting,
then sputtering and stalling out, particularly in cold weather Thanks, Hubbles. Ok I got in the
truck this morning to go to work -started the truck - the truck started but the starter did not stop
trying to crank. I turned the key to the off position and the starter still ran I attempted to pull the
battery cable off but then it stopped. Did this twice before I gave up and used my wifes car to
get to work. Very puzzled Where do I start. Thank you. Aren't they separate on Fords? On the
left inner fender? I don't know if Autozone, etc can check a solonid July August I have to press
on the gas for the truck to stay at rpms in order for me to drive. I've already changed the throttle
body sensor, and i didn't feel a difference. I have a ford ranger xtr cab 3. It started sputtering for
about a week coughing black smoke when it started and then it stopped starting. I changed the
fuel pump and it worked great when it was cold and when it warmed up it would start to sputter
again. I changed the spark plugs, distributor cap, rotor cap and fuel filter and It still refuses to
start. Does any one have any idea what could be the problem. It will turn over like nothing was
ever wrong with it if it sits for 30min-1hr. More frequently it has been also shutting off while I am
driving. I will then have to sit for Min before it will start again. Sometimes I'll be able to get
where I am going after this, but other times it will shut off again in a mile or two. I have replaced
Solonoid, engine coil, had a tune up and a new starter put on the truck. Nothing has fixed this
problem, what else might it be?? I have the exact same problem with my 94 Ford Ranger what
the heck is it??????????? Do you have fuel pressure? If not, the first thing to check is a fuel
pressure relay. There are 2 or 3 relays by the main fuse box under the hood. If it is bad, the fuel
pump will not work. There is also a fuel cutoff switch just under the edge of the carpet, on the
'hump', on the passenger side. This switch is to sense a rollover situation and shut the fuel
pump down. Sometimes these malfunction. And, of course, the fuel pump itself inside the fuel
tank. I was driving down the road at 65 and the truck just stalled out. I tried to start it but it just
cranked over and did not fire. I had it towed to a mechanic and fuel pressure is good and I am
getting spark. He also checked all the fuses and the emergency fuel cut off switch. I was
thinking it was either my fuel pump whitch came out to be good, or my timing chain broke. I
have a 94 ford ranger V-6 3. Sign In or Register to comment. The Honda Accord is one of the
most popular cars out there, mostly because of its durability and how long it lasts, but also
because of the way it looks. The car has some classic Honda lines but yet it's not drab, dull, or
boring in any way. It's modern and contemporary, sleek and beautiful, and it needs to be taken
care of. If you really want to take care of your Honda the right way you should make sure that
the parts you get for it are high-quality and not a cheap knock-off. You might think you're saving
money when you buy something for less, but if you get poor quality for your low price you
haven't saved yourself anything. Your Accord is a great little car, so give it the care and love it
deserves and it will love you back for a long time. Honda has always been known to produce
reliable cars to consumers, and the Accord is no different. In fact, it has been one of Honda's
most dependable and best-selling vehicles since the late s when it was first introduced to the
small to midsize market. Honda had already seen quite the success with the Civic, but the
company knew it needed to expand its horizons with a vehicle that had more room, power and
style, yet was still reliable and economical. Luckily, that's exactly what Honda delivered in when
it introduced the Accord, which won the Car of the Year award in its first year and for many
subsequent years. It has since been named one of the 10Best cars from Car and Driver
Magazine 21 times in 25 years, which is more than any other vehicle. Over nine generations of
models, the Honda Accord has continued to impress with its quality, dependability, fuel
efficiency and sleek appearance. In , the first generation Accord was an uncluttered, three-door
hatchback, weighing in at roughly 2, pounds with 68 horsepower from its 1. In , a four-door
sedan was produced in the United States. Honda began producing the second generation
Accord in , which was followed by the horsepower Accord in , available in both the hatched
back and sedan, thanks to fuel injection technology. As the cars got larger in size, the third
generation was introduced between and and the two-door coupe replaced the hatchback. Then,
it was the fourth generation that allowed the Accord to officially enter the midsize car market,
and it did so with a 2. The sixth generation, which was introduced in , is when the Honda Accord
first got its sleek, clean look and really became the car that we see today. It is also when it
became the safe car that we know and love today with standard dual front airbags. Continuing
to get a little bit larger in size, the seventh generation gets a complete redesign from the inside
out. It gets roomier on the inside and offers a much smoother and powerful horses ride. The

eight generation Honda Accord has a much sleeker style the ninth generation is what we see
today and is the largest in terms of interiors that we have seen, although the exterior size has
been reduced. It offers the most comfortable, fuel-efficient ride and is by far the easiest to drive.
Although the Honda Accord is well-known for its reliability, the vehicles can have their faults.
Two of the most common problems Accord owners report having to deal with are vibration
when breaking due to warped front brake rotors and power door lock failure due to faulty door
lock actuators. Regardless of the Honda Accord OEM parts that you are in the market for, such
as front brake rotors or door lock actuators, you can peruse our parts catalog at PartsGeek.
Today was the first time I ever visited the Parts Geek website. I was impressed with the available
parts selection and found the parts that I need to perform a small repair job on my niece's
Honda Accrd EX. The site is easy to navigate, has great photos and great savings. I will save her
a good deal of cash by making the decision to use Parts Geek! Thanks for your web site! Skip to
main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket
within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See
customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek
always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Brake Rotor. Clutch Kit. Engine Mount.
Headlight Assembly. Ignition Lock and Cylinder Switch. Oxygen Sensor. Strut and Coil Spring
Assembly. Tail Light Assembly. Timing Belt Kit and Water Pump. Window Regulator. ABS Relay.
ABS Relay Connector. ABS Ring. ABS Speed Sensor. Accelerator Pedal Sensor. Accelerator
Pedal Stop Pad. Accessory Belt Idler Pulley. Accessory Belt Tension Pulley. Accessory Belt
Tensioner. Accessory Belt Tensioner Assembly. Accessory Delay Relay. Accessory Drive Belt.
Accessory Drive Belt Kit. Accessory Power Relay. Air Bag Clockspring. Air Cleaner Assembly.
Air Cleaner Bracket. Air Filter. Air Flap Actuator. Air Fuel Ratio Sensor. Air Intake Hose. Air
Mass Sensor. Air Temperature Sensor. Alignment Camber Adjusting Anchor Bolt. Alignment
Camber Cam Stud Kit. Alignment Camber Kit. Alignment Camber Shim. Alignment Caster
Camber Kit. Alignment Caster Camber Shim. Alternator Bearing. Alternator Brush Assembly.
Alternator Brush Set. Alternator Decoupler Pulley. Alternator Mount Bracket. Ambient Temp
Sensor. Antenna Mast. Anti Rattle Spring. Anti-Rattle Clip. Ash Tray Light Bulb. Auto Trans
Control Solenoid Connector. Auto Trans Countershaft Bearing. Auto Trans Differential Bearing.
Auto Trans Drain Plug. Auto Trans Indicator Light Bulb. Auto Trans Intermediate Shaft Bearing.
Auto Trans Manual Shaft Seal. Auto Trans Master Repair Kit. Auto Trans Oil Cooler Hose. Auto
Trans Oil Pressure Switch. Auto Trans Oil Pump Seal. Auto Trans Output Shaft Seal. Auto Trans
Pinion Repair Sleeve. Auto Trans Pinion Seal. Auto Trans Seal Drive Axle. Auto Trans Shift
Lever Button. Auto Trans Shift Lever Solenoid. Auto Trans Shifter Repair Kit. Auto Trans
Solenoid Gasket. Auto Trans Speed Sensor Seal. Auto Trans Torque Converter. Automatic
Transmission Cooling Pipe. Automatic Transmission Drain Plug Seal. Automatic Transmission
Fill Plug Gasket. Automatic Transmission Filter. Automatic Transmission Filter Gasket.
Automatic Transmission Filter Kit. Automatic Transmission Filter O-Ring. Automatic
Transmission Front Seal. Automatic Transmission Oil Cooler. Automatic Transmission Oil
Cooler Thermostat. Automatic Transmission Overhaul Kit. Automatic Transmission Pan Drain
Plug. Automatic Transmission Pan Gasket. Automatic Transmission Seal. Automatic
Transmission Selector Cable. Automatic Transmission Solenoid. Automatic Transmission
Solenoid Seal. Automatic Transmission Speed Sensor. Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Auxiliary Fan
Control Unit. Auxiliary Fan Motor. Auxiliary Fan Switch. Auxiliary Fan Switch Seal. Auxiliary
Shaft Seal. Axle Assembly. Axle Nut. Axle Shaft Bearing. Axle Shaft Seal. Back Up Lamp Socket.
Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Back Up Light Switch. Backing Plate Dust Hole Cover.
Balance Shaft Belt. Balance Shaft Chain. Balance Shaft Chain Guide. Balance Shaft Chain
Tensioner. Balance Shaft Gear. Balance Shaft Gear Case. Balance Shaft Seal Kit. Balance Shaft
Seal Retainer. Balance Shaft Tension Spring. Balance Shaft Tensioner. Ball Joint. Ball Joint
Boot Kit. Ball Joint Tool. Ballast Resistor. Battery Cable. Battery Hold Down Bolt. Bicycle Rack.
Blower Control Switch. Blower Motor. Blower Motor Relay. Blower Motor Resistor. Booster
Check Valve. Brake Bleeder Screw. Brake Bleeder Screw Cap. Brake Booster. Brake Caliper.
Brake Caliper Bolt. Brake Caliper Bracket. Brake Caliper Carrier Bolt. Brake Caliper Guide Pin.
Brake Drum. Brake Fluid. Brake Hardware Kit. Brake Hose. Brake Hose Lock. Brake Hydraulic
Hose Kit. Brake Light Bulb. Brake Light Switch. Brake Master Cylinder. Brake Master Cylinder
Bleeding Tool. Brake Master Cylinder Reservoir. Brake Pad Set. Brake Pad and Rotor Kit. Brake
Pedal Pad. Brake Pedal Stop Pad. Brake Proportioning Valve. Brake Reservoir Cap. Brake Rotor
Set. Brake Rotor Set Screw. Brake Shoe Set. Brake Shoes Hold Down Kit. Brake Spring Hold
Down Pin. Brake Switch Harness. Breather Hose. Bug Shield. Bulb - Headlight. Bulb Socket.
Bumper Absorber. Bumper Air Deflector. Bumper Bracket. Bumper Cover. Bumper Cover
Bracket. Bumper Cover Clip Kit. Bumper Cover Molding. Bumper Cover Reflector. Bumper
Cover Retainer. Bumper Cover Stiffener. Bumper Cover Support. Bumper Filler. Bumper Grille.

Bumper Grille Molding. Bumper Molding. Bumper Reflector. Bumper Reinforcement. Bumper
Spoiler. Bypass Hose. CV Axle Assembly. CV Boot. CV Boot Clamp. CV Boot Kit. Cabin Air
Filter. Cabin Air Temperature Sensor. Caliper Bolt. Caliper Bracket Mounting Bolt. Caliper
Bushing. Caliper Piston. Caliper Repair Kit. Cam Follower. Cam Holder Seal. Cam Plug.
Camshaft O-Ring. Camshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft Repair Sleeve. Camshaft Seal. Camshaft
Solenoid Adjuster. Camshaft Solenoid Gasket. Car Cover. Carbon Canister. Carburetor Base
Gasket. Carburetor Float. Carburetor Insulator Gasket. Carburetor O-Ring. Carburetor Repair
Kit. Cargo Liner. Catalytic Converter. Central Lock Switch. Check Engine Light Bulb. Choke
Diaphragm. Clutch Alignment Tool. Clutch Cable. Clutch Disc. Clutch Friction Disc. Clutch
Hose. Clutch Hose Connector. Clutch Master Cylinder. Clutch Master Gasket. Clutch Pedal Pad.
Clutch Pedal Stop Pad. Clutch Release Arm. Clutch Slave Cylinder. Clutch Starter Safety Switch.
Coil Spring. Coil Spring Insulator. Coil Spring Set. Cold Air Intake. Combination Light Socket.
Combination Switch. Computer Chip Programmer. Computer Control Relay. Connecting Rod
Bearing Set. Console Armrest Cover. Console Lid. Control Arm. Control Arm Bolt. Control Arm
Bushing. Control Arm Bushing Kit. Control Arm Kit. Control Arm Seal. Control Arm and Ball
Joint Assembly. Conversion Gasket Set. Converter Housing Seal. Coolant Antifreeze. Cooling
Fan Switch. Cooling Hose. Cooling Hose Connector. Cooling System Adapter. Cooling System
Tester Adapter. Cornering Lamp Socket. Cornering Light. Counter Balance Shaft Seal Kit.
Courtesy Light Bulb. Crank Position Sensor. Crank Position Sensor Seal. Crankcase Gasket Set.
Crankshaft Pulley. Crankshaft Repair Sleeve. Crankshaft Seal. Crankshaft Seal Kit. Crankshaft
Thrust Washer Set. Crankshaft Woodruff Key. Cruise Control Kit. Cruise Control Release
Switch. Cruise Control Switch. Cylinder Head Side Cover Gasket. Cylinder Head Spacer Shim.
Daytime Light Relay. Daytime Running Light Bulb. Daytime Running Light Module. Daytime
Running Light Wiring Harness. Differential Bearing. Differential Pinion Bearing. Differential Seal.
Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil Boot. Disc Brake Pad Installation Kit. Disc Brake Pad Pin
Clip. Distributor Belt. Distributor Cap. Distributor Cap Gasket. Distributor Cap and Rotor Kit.
Distributor Gasket. Distributor Housing. Distributor Housing Seal Kit. Distributor O-Ring.
Distributor Rotor. Distributor Seal. Distributor Vacuum Advance. Dome Light Bulb. Door Check.
Door Contact Switch. Door Handle. Door Handle Bezel. Door Latch Cable. Door Lock Actuator.
Door Lock Actuator Connector. Door Lock Actuator Kit. Door Lock Actuator Motor. Door Lock
Actuator Set. Door Lock Assembly. Door Lock Kit. Door Mirror Glass. Door Molding. Door Panel
Install Kit. Door Remote Mirror Switch. Door Shell. Drier Desiccant Element. Drive Axle Seal.
Drive Belt Tensioner Pulley. Drum Brake Hardware Kit. Drum Brake Shoe C-Washer. EGR
Adapter Gasket. EGR Valve. EGR Valve Gasket. Electric Fuel Pump. Electronic Brake Control
Relay. Electronic Control Unit. Electronic Load Detector. Engine Camshaft Position Sensor
Connector. Engine Connecting Rod Bearing Pair. Engine Coolant Fan Temperature Switch.
Engine Coolant Hose Connector Gasket. Engine Coolant Pipe O-Ring. Engine Coolant System
Pressure Tester. Engine Coolant Temperature Switch. Engine Coolant Thermostat Housing
Assembly. Engine Coolant Water Inlet. Engine Cooling Fan. Engine Cooling Fan Switch
Connector. Engine Crankcase Breather Element. Engine Crankshaft Position Sensor Connector.
Engine Gasket Set. Engine Harmonic Balancer. Engine Mount and Transmission Mount Kit.
Engine Oil Filter Adapter. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Engine Seal Kit. Engine Shock. Engine
Shock Mount. Engine Splash Shield Hardware. Engine Timing Chain Kit. Engine Torque Strut
Bushing. Engine Variable Timing Solenoid Filter. Engine Variable Valve Timing Sprocket.
Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Exhaust Bolt. Exhaust Bracket. Exhaust Clamp. Exhaust Flange
Stud and Nut. Exhaust Gasket. Exhaust Hanger. Exhaust Manifold. Exhaust Manifold Gasket.
Exhaust Manifold Gasket Set. Exhaust Manifold Hardware Kit. Exhaust Manifold with Integrated
Catalytic Converter. Exhaust Mounting Kit. Exhaust Nut. Exhaust Pipe. Exhaust Pipe Gasket.
Exhaust Pipe Spout. Exhaust Pipe to Manifold Gasket. Exhaust Resonator and Pipe Assembly.
Exhaust Spring. Exhaust System. Exhaust System Insulator. Exhaust Valve. Exhaust Y Pipe.
Expansion Plug. Expansion Plug Kit. Expansion Tank. Expansion Tank Cap. Expansion Tank
Hose. Expansion Tank Hose Connector. Fan Blade. Fan Shroud. Fast Idle Valve Solenoid.
Fender Brace. Filler Panel. Flasher Connector. Flasher Relay. Flex Plate. Floor Mat Set. Flywheel
Bolt. Flywheel Housing Gasket. Flywheel Shim. Fog Light. Fog Light Bezel. Fog Light Bulb. Fog
Light Cover. Fog Light Kit. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Cutoff Relay. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel
Filter. Fuel Filter Kit. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Injection Relay. Fuel Injector. Fuel
Injector Connector. Fuel Injector Cushion Ring. Fuel Injector Holder. Fuel Injector O-Ring. Fuel
Injector Seal. Fuel Injector Seal Kit. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel Line Clip. Fuel Pressure
Damper. Fuel Pressure Regulator. Fuel Pump. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Cutoff Switch.
Fuel Pump Filter. Fuel Pump Hanger. Fuel Pump Hanger Assembly. Fuel Pump Housing. Fuel
Pump Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Relay. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Strainer Set. Fuel
Screen. Fuel Solenoid. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank Strap.

Fuel Tank Vent Valve. Fusible Link. Generator Commutator End Bearing. Generator Drive End
Bearing. Glove Box Light Bulb. Grille Assembly. Grille Bracket. Grille Insert. Grille Molding.
Grille Mounting Panel. Grille Shell. Hatch Strut. Hazard Flasher Switch. Hazard Warning Flasher.
Hazard Warning Flasher Connector. Hazard Warning and Turn Signal Flasher. Head Bolt. Head
Bolt Set. Head Gasket. Head Gasket Set. Header Gasket. Header Pipe. Header Pipe Bolt.
Headlamp Socket. Headlight Assembly Set. Headlight Bracket. Headlight Bulb. Headlight
Connector. Headlight Dimmer Switch. Headlight Motor. Headlight Relay Connector. Headlight
Sealed Beam. Headlight Set. Headlight Switch. Headlight Wiring Harness. Heated Seat Relay
Connector. Heater Control Knob. Heater Core. Heater Hose. Heater Knob. Heater Valve. High
Beam Indicator Light Bulb. Hood Hinge. Hood Lock Assembly. Hood Release Cable. Hood Rod
Clip. Hood Rod Grommet. Hood Scoop. Hood Strut. Horn Relay Connector. Hybrid Battery Pack.
Idle Air Control Valve. Idle Control Valve. Idle Valve Gasket. Igniter Heat Sink. Ignition Coil.
Ignition Coil Kit. Ignition Coil Mounting Bracket. Ignition Coil Seal. Ignition Coil Wire. Ignition
Condenser. Ignition Control Unit. Ignition Conversion Kit. Ignition Distributor. Ignition Lock
Assembly. Ignition Lock Cylinder. Ignition Points. Ignition Relay. Ignition Reluctor. Ignition
Switch. Inner Fender. Input Shaft Seal. Inside Door Handle. Instrument Light Bulb. Instrument
Panel Light Bulb. Intake Manifold. Intake Manifold Expansion Plug. Intake Manifold Gasket.
Intake Manifold Gasket Set. Intake Manifold Runner Valve. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor.
Intake Plenum Gasket. Intake Plenum Gasket Set. Intake Valve. Interior Door Handle. Interior
Door Light Bulb. Interior Light Bulb. Interior Light Switch. Intermediate Pipe. Intermediate Shaft
Seal. Intermittent Wiper Relay. Inverter Cooler. Keyless Remote Case. Knock Sensor. Knock
Sensor Harness. Knuckle Bushing. Lateral Arm. Lateral Link and Ball Joint Assembly. License
Frame. License Light Bulb. License Plate Bracket. Lug Nut. Luggage Compartment Light Bulb.
MAP Sensor. Main Bearing Set. Main Relay. Manual Trans Clutch Housing Seal. Manual Trans
Countershaft Bearing. Manual Trans Differential Bearing. Manual Trans Shift Knob. Manual
Trans Side Cover Seal. Manual Trans Speed Sensor. Manual Transmission Fluid. Map Light
Bulb. Mass Air Flow Sensor. Mirror Glass. Moulding Clip. Mud Flap Kit. Muffler Kit. Multi Rib
Belt. Neutral Safety Switch. Oil Cooler. Oil Cooler Hose. Oil Cooler Mounting Kit. Oil Cooler Seal.
Oil Dipstick. Oil Drain Plug. Oil Drain Plug Gasket. Oil Filler Cap. Oil Filler Cap Gasket. Oil Filter.
Oil Filter Adapter Seal. Oil Filter O-Ring. Oil Filter Remote Mounting Kit. Oil Filter Stand Gasket.
Oil Filter Support. Oil Pan. Oil Pan Gasket. Oil Pan Gasket Set. Oil Pick-up Tube. Oil Pick-up
Tube Gasket. Oil Pick-up Tube O-Ring. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pump. Oil Pump Gasket. Oil
Pump Gasket Kit. Oil Pump Repair Sleeve. Oil Pump Screen. Oil Pump Seal. Oil Sump Sealing
Compound. Output Shaft Seal. Output Shaft Speed Sensor Connector. Oxygen Sensor Port
Plug. PCV Hose. PCV Valve. PCV Valve Grommet. Paper Repair Manual. Park Assist Camera.
Parking Brake Cable. Parking Brake Indicator Light Bulb. Parking Light Assembly. Parking Light
Bulb. Pickup Coil. Pilot Bearing. Pilot Bushing. Piston Ring Set. Piston Set. Ported Vacuum
Switch. Power Seat Switch. Power Steering Cooler. Power Steering Cooler Bracket. Power
Steering Cooling Line. Power Steering Filter. Power Steering Fluid. Power Steering Hose
Connector. Power Steering Hose Fitting. Power Steering Hose O-Ring. Power Steering Oil
Pressure Switch. Power Steering Pressure Hose. Power Steering Pressure Switch Connector.
Power Steering Pump. Power Steering Pump Pulley. Power Steering Pump Seal Kit. Power
Steering Reservoir. Power Steering Reservoir Cap. Power Steering Reservoir Line Hose. Power
Steering Return Hose. Power Steering Seal. Power Window Regulator and Motor Assembly.
Power Window Relay. Power Window Relay Connector. Powertrain Control Module Relay. Pre
Heat Hose. Pressure Plate. Purge Valve. Push Rod Gasket Set. R12 Refrigerant Oil. Rack and
Pinion Bellow. Rack and Pinion Mount Bushing. Radiator Cap. Radiator Cap Adapter. Radiator
Cap Tester Adapter. Radiator Drain Petcock. Radiator Drain Plug. Radiator Fan Assembly.
Radiator Fan Motor. Radiator Fan Relay Kit. Radiator Hose. Radiator Support. Radiator Support
Cover. Radio Installation Kit. Radio Wire Harness. Radius Rod Bushing. Rear Window Defroster
Relay. Reference Sensor. Reflector Assembly. Release Bearing. Release Bearing Retaining
Spring. Remote Key Transmitter. Rod Bearing Set. Roof Rack Mount Kit. Seal Ring. Seal Ring Copper. Seat Belt Light Bulb. Seat Cover. Seat Heater Switch. Seat Lumbar Switch. Serpentine
Belt Drive Component Kit. Shift Rod Seal. Shock Absorber. Shock Absorber Bushing. Shock
Bellows. Shock Bushing. Shock Mount. Shock Mount Plate. Shock Mounting Kit. Side Marker
Assembly. Side Marker Light Bulb. Side Marker Light Socket. Side Marker Relay. Spark Plug.
Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Seal. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Spark Plug Wire Set.
Speedometer Cable. Speedometer Cable Make Up Kit. Speedometer Sensor. Speedometer
Transmitter. Spindle Nut. Spindle Nut Retainer. Spool Valve Filter Gasket. Spring Seat. Stabilizer
Bar Link. Stabilizer Bar Link Repair Kit. Starter Brush Set. Starter Cutoff Relay. Starter Drive.
Starter Inhibitor Switch. Starter Solenoid. Steering Gear Pinion Shaft Bearing. Steering Knuckle.
Steering Rack. Steering Rack Boot Kit. Steering Rack Bushing. Steering Rack Seal Kit. Steering

Shear Bolt. Stop Light Switch. Strut Assembly. Strut Bellows. Strut Bump Stop. Strut Mount.
Strut Mount Bracket. Strut Mount Bushing. Strut Mounting Kit. Strut Rod Bushing. Strut Rod
Bushing Kit. Stub Axle. Stub Axle Seal. Subframe Bushing Kit. Subframe Mount. Sunroof Relay.
Sunroof Relay Connector. Sunroof Wind Deflector. Suspension Bushing Kit. Suspension Kit.
Suspension Knuckle Assembly. Suspension Strut Mount Kit. Suspension Yaw Sensor. Sway Bar
Bushing. Sway Bar Bushing Kit. Sway Bar Link. Sway Bar Link Bushing. Sway Bar Link Kit.
Sway Bar Link Nut. T-Belt Tension Adjuster. T-Belt Tensioner Spring. T-Belt Tensioner Stopper.
TPMS Sensor. Tail Lamp Socket. Tail Light Bulb. Tail Light Bulb Holder. Tailgate Strut.
Tensioner Bushing. Thermostat Assembly. Thermostat Gasket. Thermostat Housing.
Thermostat Housing Cover. Thermostat Housing Gasket. Thermostat Housing Seal. Thermostat
O-Ring. Third Brake Light. Throttle Body. Throttle Body Gasket. Throttle Body Repair Kit.
Throttle Cable. Throttle Position Sensor. Throttle Position Sensor Connector. Throttle Position
Sensor Kit. Thrust Bearing Set. Tie Rod. Tie Rod End. Tie Rod End Boot. Tie Rod End Kit. Tie
Rod Washer. Timing Belt. Timing Belt Idler. Timing Belt Kit. Timing Belt Tensioner. Timing
Camshaft Sprocket. Timing Chain. Timing Chain Kit. Timing Chain Tensioner. Timing Chain
Tensioner Adjuster. Timing Cover. Timing Cover Gasket. Timing Cover Gasket Set. Timing
Cover Grommet. Timing Cover Mount Nut. Timing Cover Repair Sleeve. Timing Cover Repair
Sleeve Tool. Timing Crankshaft. Timing Crankshaft Sprocket. Timing Guide Rail. Timing Set.
Torque Converter Seal. Traction Control Switch. Trailer Connector Kit. Trailer Hitch. Trailer Wire
Converter. Trailer Wiring Harness. Trailing Arm. Trailing Arm Bushing. Transmission Control
Module. Transmission Mount. Transmission Oil Cooler. Transmission Oil Temperature Sensor.
Transmission Oil Temperature Sensor Connector. Trunk Lid. Trunk Light Bulb. Trunk Lock.
Trunk Strut. Turn Signal Assembly. Turn Signal Flasher. Turn Signal Indicator Light Bulb. Turn
Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal Relay. Turn Signal Switch. Undercar Shield. VVT Solenoid
Gasket. Valve Cover. Valve Cover Bolt. Valve Cover Gasket. Valve Cover Gasket Set. Valve
Cover Grommet Set. Valve Cover Nut. Valve Cover O-Ring. Valve Cover Seal Washer. Valve
Cover Washer. Valve Guide. Valve Seat. Valve Stem Seal. Valve Stem Seal Kit. Vapor Canister
Filter. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Variable Timing Solenoid.
Variable Timing Solenoid Gasket. Vehicle Accessory Trim Kit. Vehicle Speed Sensor Connector.
Voltage Regulator. Washer Nozzle. Washer Pump. Washer Reservoir. Washer Reservoir Cap.
Water Crossover Mounting Set. Water Distribution Pipe. Water Manifold O-ring. Water Outlet
Gasket. Water Outlet O-Ring. Water Pipe O-Ring. Water Pump. Water Pump Gasket. Water Pump
Gasket Set. Water Pump Housing Gasket. Water Pump Housing O-Ring. Water Temperature
Sender. Water Temperature Sensor. Wheel Arch Patch. Wheel Bearing. Wheel Bearing
Assembly. Wheel Bearing Circlip. Wheel Bearing Dust Cap. Wheel Bearing Kit. Wheel Bearing
Retaining Ring. Wheel Cap. Wheel Cover. Wheel Cylinder. Wheel Hub. Wheel Hub Assembly.
Wheel Hub Repair Kit. Wheel Lock. Wheel Lock Set. Wheel Race. Wheel Seal. Wheel Stud.
Window Channel. Window Crank Handle. Window Guide. Window Motor. Window Shade.
Window Switch. Window Vent Visors. Windshield Washer Fluid Reservoir Cap. Windshield
Washer Nozzle. Windshield Washer Nozzle Gasket. Windshield Wiper Arm. Windshield Wiper
Linkage. Windshield Wiper Linkage Bushing. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper Blade. Wiper Blade
Insert. Wiper Blade Set. Wiper Linkage. Wiper Relay. Wiper Switch. Air Intake. Body Electrical.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection.
Chemicals and Fluids. Drive Belts. Fuel Delivery. Tools and Hardware. Action Crash. Standard
Motor Products. A1 Cardone. AC Delco. AP Exhaust. ATE Coated. ATE Premium One. AUS
Injection. Air Products. Anchor Doan. Arai Seisakusho. Atlantic Automotive. Atlantic
Automotive Eng. Austin Baker. Auto Ventshade. BBB Industries. BWD Automotive. BWD CQ.
Beck Arnley. Blue Ox. Brembo Coated. Brute Power. CQ Intermotor. DIY Solutions. DNJ Rock.
DYK Automotive. Dynamic Friction. E3 Spark Plugs. Eagle Eyes. Eastern Catalytic. Eibach
Springs. Energy Suspension. FCS Automotive. First Equipment Quality. Four Seasons. Fuel
Injection Corp. GB Remanufacturing. GKN Drivetech. Global Parts Distributors. Hedman
Hedders. Heri Automotive. Husky Liner. Idemitsu Lubricants. Intermotor CQ. Ishino Stone. Jet
Chips. KYB old box. Kibi Gaskets. Koyo Cooling. Liqui Moly. MK Kashiyama. Mark Automotive.
Mitsubishi Electric. Motor Medic. Motorad UltraStats. Mountain - Japan. Mr Gasket. Nippon
Reinz. OE Supplier. OSC Automotive. Original Equipment. Performance Friction. Pioneer
Cables. Power Stop. Premium Guard. Pure Energy. Quick Steer. Quinton Hazell. Rain X. Rhino
Pac. Russell Performance. Sankei Sankei Switches. Schrader Valves. Sealed Power. Specialty
Products. Spectra Premium. Spectre Performance. Quick Links. Table of Contents. Use these
links and links throughout this manual to navigate through this reference. For a printed owner's
manual, click on authorized manuals or go to A Few Words About Safety Your Vehicle at a
Glance Driver and Passenger Safety Instruments and Controls Indicators, gauges, dashboard,
and steering column. Heating and cooling, audio, steering wheel, and cruise control. Before

Driving Schedules, fluid checking, minor services, and vehicle storage. Taking Care of the
Unexpected Technical Information Vehicle specifications, tires, fuels, and emissions controls.
Warranty and Customer Relations U. Authorized Manuals U. Service Information Summary.
Automobile Honda Accord Manual pages. Contents Owner's Identification Form Introduction
Page 2: Introduction This One of the best ways to enhance the enjoyment of your new Honda is
to information is intended to help you read this manual. In it, you will learn how to operate its
driving controls and avoid damage to your Honda, other convenience items. And operating this
including: vehicle safely is an important Safety Labels on the vehicle. Generally, The
recommendations on this page Be Aware of Airbag Hazards the higher the speed, the greater
the Some safety features do not require any action on your part. These include a strong steel
framework that forms a safety cage around the passenger compartment; Keep you connected to
the vehicle crash. But in most cases, seat belts so you can take advantage of the can reduce
your risk of serious Your seat belt system also Not wearing a seat belt properly increases the
chance of serious injury or death in a crash, even if you have airbags. Be sure you and your
passenger always wear seat belts and wear them properly. So while airbags help save lives they
can cause minor injuries, or more serious or even fatal injuries if occupants are not properly
restrained or sitting properly. Page Protecting Adults And Teens Protecting Adults and Teens
The rest of this section gives more Introduction Your vehicle has a door monitor light detailed
information about how you The following pages provide on the instrument panel to indicate can
maximize your safety. Page Adjust The Front Seats Protecting Adults and Teens Adjust the
Front Seats The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and Transport Canada
recommend that drivers Sitting too close to a front allow at least 10 inches 25 cm airbag can
result in serious between the center of the steering injury or death if the front wheel and the
chest. Page 16 Improperly positioning the seat Have your Honda dealer check the belts can
cause serious injury If necessary, pull up on the belt again belt as soon as possible. For After all
occupants have adjusted example, if an occupant slouches, their seats and put on seat belts, it
is lies down, turns sideways, sits very important that they continue to forward, leans forward or
sideways, Page Advice For Pregnant Women Protecting Adults and Teens In addition, an
occupant who is out of Advice for Pregnant Women When driving, remember to sit position in
the front seat can be upright and adjust the seat as far seriously or fatally injured in a crash
back as possible while allowing full by striking interior parts of the control of the vehicle. In
normal driving, shoulder belts in all five seating your shoulder, across your chest, the retractor
lets you move freely in positions. The belt the front airbags do not deploy. Page Seat Belt
Maintenance Honda provides a lifetime warranty If a seat belt is worn during a crash, on seat
belts for U. See it must be replaced by the dealer. This means they have two threshold airbags.
Airbags with this airbags. The main purpose of this inflation stages that can be ignited feature
have two deployment feature is to prevent airbag-caused Page 30 Additional Information About
Your Airbags If the light comes on at any other If you see any of these indications, How the Side
Airbag Off time, or does not come on at all, you the airbags and the seat belt Indicator Light
Works should have the system checked by tensioners may not work properly Page 31
Additional Information About Your Airbags Although Honda does not encourage If a short adult
leans sideways, or a When you turn the ignition switch to children to ride in front, this system
larger adult slouches and leans ON II , the indicator should light Page Airbag Service Do not try
to remove or replace make sure they are operating any airbag by yourself. This must properly.
The SRS indicator light alerts you Take your vehicle to to a problem. Page Protecting Children
General Guidelines Protecting Children General Guidelines All Children Must Be Restrained
Each year, many children are injured or killed in vehicle crashes because Children who are
unrestrained they are either unrestrained or not or improperly restrained can be properly
restrained. In fact, vehicle seriously injured or killed in a accidents are the number one cause
crash. Please read and follow the instructions on these labels. Page 40 Protecting Children
General Guidelines Never let two children use the Do not leave children alone in a Lock all
doors and the trunk when same seat belt. If they do, they vehicle. Leaving children without your
vehicle is not in use. Children could be very seriously injured in a adult supervision is illegal in
most who play in vehicles can Even with advanced serious injury or death during a airbags,
which can automatically collision. Page Protecting Small Children Protecting Infants and Small
Children Protecting Small Children We also recommend that a small Child Seat Placement child
stay in the child seat as long as We strongly recommend placing a possible, until the child
reaches the forward-facing child seat in a back weight or height limit for the seat. Page
Selecting A Child Seat Selecting a Child Seat Whatever type of seat you choose, to Before
purchasing a conventional provide proper protection, a child child seat, or using a previously
seat should meet three purchased one, we recommend requirements: that you test the seat in
the specific vehicle seating position, or The child seat should meet U. Make sure there are no

objects near the anchors that could prevent a secure connection Page 48 Installing a Child Seat
Push and pull the child seat forward and from side-to-side to verify that it is secure. Page 50
Installing a Child Seat To deactivate the locking mechanism and remove a child seat, unlatch
the buckle, unroute the seat belt, and let the belt fully retract. After confirming that the belt is
Push and pull the child seat locked, then grab the shoulder forward and from side to side to part
of the belt near the buckle verify that it is firmly secured. Whichever style you select, The
National Highway Traffic Safety inflates in a moderate to severe make sure the booster meets
federal Administration and Transport frontal collision, it can cause serious safety standards see
page Page 55 Protecting Larger Children Of course, children vary widely. Do not let a child put
the shoulder part of a seat belt behind the back or under the arm. Page Safety Labels They warn
you of potential hazards that could cause serious U. Read these labels carefully. If a label
comes off or becomes hard to read, contact your Honda dealer for a replacement. Page
Instruments And Controls Power Seat Adjustments All the essential Indicator Front Seat
Adjustments Canada indicators to give you important Indicator information about your vehicle.
The engine can be severely damaged if this indicator flashes or stays on Parking Brake and
Brake Seat Belt Reminder Light when the engine is running. Page 63 ABS. With the indicator on,
your sensors. For more information, see It comes on blinks when you signal a lane change
when the light switch is in either the or turn. See page turn the ignition switch to ON II for
information on the headlight with the headlight switch off and the controls. The needle returns
to the bottom after you turn off the ignition. Avoid driving with an extremely low f uel level. Page
71 Indicator is reset, it will come on for done by someone other than your when you first turn
the ignition two seconds when you turn the Honda dealer, reset the indicator as switch to ON II ,
and then flash for ignition switch to ON II. The wipers run at high speed. MIST The wipers run at
high speed until you release the lever. Windshield Washer Pull the wiper control lever toward
you and Page Rear Window Defogger Rear Window Defogger Make sure the rear window is
clear and you have good visibility before starting to drive. The defogger and antenna wires on
the inside of the rear window can be accidentally damaged. When cleaning the glass, always
wipe side to side. Page Steering Wheel Adjustment Steering Wheel Adjustment See page
important safety Insert the key in the ignition information about how to properly switch, and
unlock the steering position the steering wheel. Make any steering wheel adjustment Push the
lever under the steering before you start driving. If they get wet, dry them glove box locked
when you leave immediately with a soft cloth. Page Immobilizer System This device complies
with Part 15 of the improperly-coded key or other contact your Honda dealer. FCC rules. Page
Remote Transmitter If you lose a transmitter, the the EX model, the security system replacement
needs to be will also set. To open the trunk, push the Trunk Release button for approximately
one second. The trunk will not open if the key is in the ignition switch. Page 87 Remote
Transmitter Replacing the Transmitter Battery If it takes several pushes on the button to lock or
unlock the doors, replace the battery as soon as possible. Operation is subject to the following
two conditions: 1 This device may not cause harmful interference, and 2 this device must
accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.
Parents should decide if their children should be shown how to use this feature. For more
information about child safety, see page As a safety feature, your vehicle has a release lever on
the trunk latch so the trunk can be opened from the inside. Page Seat Heaters Seat Heaters
After the seat reaches a comfortable Follow these precautions whenever temperature, select LO
by pushing you use the seat heaters: the back of the switch. This will keep the seat warm. Use
the HI setting only to heat the seats quickly, because it draws In HI, the heater turns off when
the large amounts of current from the All other seat adjustments in this model are manual. The
U. DX and LX models have manual seat adjustments see next column. The front and rear head
restraints adjust for height. You need both hands to adjust the restraint. Page 96 Seats Make
sure all rear shoulder belts are Never drive with the seat-back positioned in front of the rear
seat- folded down and the trunk lid open. To lock the cover, insert the key and turn it clockwise.
Never drive with this cover open and the trunk lid open. Page 98 Mirrors Push or pull the
adjustment knob Adjusting the Power Mirrors right, left, up, or down to move the mirror. When
you finish, turn the adjustment knob to the center off position. This turns off the adjustment
knob to keep your settings. Make sure your passengers are away from the windows before
closing them. If the power windows do not operate properly after resetting, have your vehicle
checked by a Honda dealer. Remote Transmitter Opening either front door cancels You can
open all of the windows the delay function. Page Power Windows, Moonroof Turn the key
clockwise again, and Moonroof To tilt up the back of the moonroof, hold it. All four windows
start to press and hold the center button open. To stop the windows,. To close the moonroof,
release the key. Page Moonroof, Parking Brake The moonroof has a key-off delay. Parking Brake
NOTICE: Driving the vehicle with the You can still open and close the parking brake applied can

damage the moonroof for up to ten minutes after rear brakes and hubs. To use a vanity mirror
on the back of You can also use the sun visor at the In this position, the sun visor can be the
sun visor, pull up the cover. After you close the door, the ignition switch light stays on for
several seconds. A spilled liquid that is very hot can scald you or your passengers. Liquid can
also spill from the door pocket beverage holders when you close the doors. Page Interior
Convenience Item Sunglasses Holder Glove Box An open glove box can cause serious injury to
your passenger in a crash, even if the passenger is wearing the seat belt. Always keep the glove
box closed while driving. Page Features Tape Search Functions Caring the Tape and Player..
Your Honda has an anti-theft audio Dual Temperature Control.. Your Honda dealer can select
the fan speed by pressing the the green indicator will come on. If the engine is cold, it on the
engine. When used in windows: Select. However, a Control system shuts off completely. A
sunlight sensor is in the top of the dashboard, and a temperature sensor is next to the steering
column. Do not cover the sensors or spill any liquid on them. Page Playing the Radio Preset
Each preset bar or icon Pick the preset number 1 The preset frequencies will be lost if can store
one frequency on AM, and you want for that station. Radio signals, especially on the FM Radio
reception can be affected by band, are deflected by large objects atmospheric conditions such
as such as buildings and hills. You will see System play the next track on the disc. Push RDM in
the display. Press the RDM To use the controls, press the once to replay the track in button
again to return to normal play. Page An optional six or eight disc CD instructions that came with
the unit. The disc and track controls used for the in-dash CD numbers will be displayed. Do not
try to force the disc out of the player. High Temperature Will disappear when the temperature
returns to normal. If the code does not disappear or the CDs cannot be pulled out, consult your
Honda dealer. Press the CD eject button and pull out the CDs. Check for an error indication.
Insert the CDs Mechanical Error again. Page Playing a Tape U. Vehicles All U. Page Your Honda
dealer has to jam in the player. Never try to degrade. To prevent this, you should a cleaning kit
available. Page Playing the XM Satellite Radio Satellite Radio Signals Satellite radio receives
signals from Signal may be two satellites to produce clear, high- blocked by quality digital
reception. It offers mountains or many channels in several categories. Changes or
modifications not expressly If your XM Radio service has expired Interference can be caused by
any of approved by the party responsible for or you purchased your vehicle from these
conditions Once your Change the hours by pressing the until you hear a beep. Page Cruise
Control The cruise control may not hold the Push on the accelerator pedal. Ac- Tap the brake or
clutch pedal set speed when you are going up and celerate to the desired cruising lightly with
your foot. The down hills. If it System mitting after two seconds. This is not still does not work,
you may have a For security purposes, newer garage enough for HomeLink to learn the You
also need to Refueling You may hear a hissing sound as Gasoline is highly flammable pressure
inside the tank escapes. You can be The fuel fill cap is attached to the Push burned or seriously
injured fuel filler with a tether. Page Service Station Procedure cm above the fender, then let it is
securely latched. If on checking other items in your it is below the MIN line, see Honda. Adding
on page Engine Coolant information on adding the proper coolant. Maintenance Checks see
page Every time you slow down and speed up, your vehicle uses extra fuel. Page Accessories
or killed. Be sure electronic accessories do Your dealer has Honda accessories not overload
electrical circuits that allow you to personalize your Follow all instructions in this see page or
interfere with proper operation. Page If you plan to modify your vehicle, Do not place any
objects over or or other raised objects, which consult your Honda dealer. The load for the front
and lid, exhaust gas can enter the Store or secure all items that could rear axles also must not
exceed the passenger area. It also includes Engine Speed Limiter Page Preparing To Drive
Preparing to Drive You should do the following checks Check the seat adjustment see When
you start the engine, check and adjustments before you drive pages the gauges and indicator
lights in your vehicle. Do not hold the accelerator pedal all the way In cold weather, turn off all
the key in START III for more down and hold it there while electrical accessories to reduce than
15 seconds at a time. You can damage the transmission by trying to shift into Rapid slowing or
speeding-up Reverse with the vehicle moving. Page 5-speed Manual Transmission
Recommended Shift Points Engine Speed Limiter Drive in the highest gear that lets If you
exceed the maximum speed the engine run and accelerate for the gear you are in, the engine
smoothly. Page Automatic Transmission Park when the ignition system. Honda dealer as soon
as possible. Use pedal and press the release button to to D, except only the first three Park
whenever you are turning off or shift from Park to Reverse. It First, press the release button on
the If you exceed the maximum speed does not downshift to first gear side of the shift lever.
Have the vehicle checked by a Honda dealer. Page Parking Always use the parking brake when
Parking Tips If the vehicle is facing uphill, turn you park your vehicle. Make sure Make sure the
moonroof if the front wheels away from the the parking brake is set firmly or equipped and the

windows are curb. The brakes on the rear through deep water. Apply the the brakes has two
separate circuits. Page If the brakes feel normal, drive slowly and have your vehicle ABS cannot
prevent a loss of repaired by your Honda dealer as stability. Always steer moderately soon as
possible. Avoid sudden hard when you are braking hard. Pressing the switch again tions: turns
the system back on. You can still indicates a problem in the brake drive the vehicle without TCS.
Page Towing A Trailer Towing a Trailer To safely tow a trailer, you should Load Limits observe
the load limits, use the proper equipment, and follow the guidelines in this section. Exceeding
any load limit or improperly loading your vehicle and trailer can cause a crash in which you can
be seriously hurt or killed. Page Towing a Trailer To achieve a proper tongue load, Gross Axle
Weight Rating Checking Loads start by loading 60 percent of the GAWR : The best way to
confirm that vehicle load toward the front of the trailer The total weight of the vehicle, all and
trailer weights are within limits and 40 percent toward the rear, then occupants, all cargo, and
the Towing can require a variety of having a total weight of 1, lbs equipment, depending on the
size of kg or more be equipped with Page Towing a Trailer Pre-Tow Checklist Your vehicle tires
and spare are Backing Up When preparing to tow, and before properly inflated see page Always
drive slowly and have driving away, be sure to check the and the trailer tires and spare are
someone guide you when backing up. Page Maintenance.. Replacing Tires Wheels and Tires
Winter Driving See Adding Engine Coolant Snow Tires Page Maintenance Safety Maintenance
Safety All service items not detailed in this section should be performed by a Honda technician
or other qualified Failure to properly follow Improperly maintaining this mechanic. Page
Maintenance Schedule Maintenance Schedule The maintenance schedule assumes Which
Schedule to Follow Trailer towing, driving with a roof you will use your vehicle as normal
Service your vehicle according to the top carrier, or driving in transportation for passengers
and time and mileage periods on one of mountainous conditions. Page Maintenance Schedule
Servicing Your Vehicle We recommend the use of Honda According to state and federal Your
authorized Honda dealer parts and fluids whenever you have regulations, failure to perform
knows your vehicle best and can maintenance done. See page items at the specified intervals. If
you are unsure of how to perform Tires Check the tire pressure any check, turn to the
appropriate monthly. Page 4-cylinder Models Service the items listed at the indicated distance
or time, if given. Page 6-cylinder Models Service the items listed at the indicated distance or
time, if given. Page Maintenance Record for Normal and Severe Schedules You or the servicing
dealer can record all completed maintenance here, whether you follow the schedule for normal
conditions pages or severe conditions pages. Keep the receipts for all work done on your
vehicle. Page 5W oil is formulated for year- it meets the same requirements Honda Motor Oil in
your vehicle for round protection of your Honda to given for a conventional motor oil: it
optimum engine protection. Drain the oil Honda dealer is required. Run the engine until it
reaches into an appropriate container. Page Changing the Oil and Filter Replace the engine oil
fill cap. The oil pressure indicator should go out within 5 seconds. If it does not, turn off the
engine and check your work. Let the engine run for several minutes, then check the drain bolt
and oil filter for leaks. Canadian Models: The low washer level indicator will light when the level
is low see page Make sure it is a high-quality coolant recommended for aluminum engines.
Continued use of any non-Honda coolant can result in corrosion, causing the cooling system to
malfunction or fail. Page Engine Coolant Pour coolant into the reserve tank. Put the cap back on
the reserve tank. Page Automatic Transmission the technician should drain and refill into the
transmission securely as 6-cylinder models it with Honda ATF-Z1 Automatic shown in the
illustration. Transmission Fluid , then drive the vehicle for a short distance. Do this The
transmission should be drained three times. Page However, continued use can affect the shift
quality. Insert the dipstick all the way into the transmission. Clutch fluid reservoir manual
transmission only Using any non-Honda brake fluid can cause corrosion and decrease the life
Replace the brake fluid according to of the system. Have the brake the recommendations in the
system flushed and refilled with maintenance schedule. Page Honda PSF as soon as possible.
Replace these belts at 60, miles A low power steering fluid level can U. Page Your vehicle uses
halogen headlight may be required. Adjustments bulbs. When replacing a bulb, handle should
be performed by a Honda it by its plastic case and protect the technician or other qualified glass
from contact with your skin or mechanic. Turn on the headlights to test the new bulb. Page
Lights To remove the burned out bulb, push it in and turn it counterclockwise until it unlocks.
Install the new bulb and turn it clockwise to lock it in place. Insert the socket into the headlight
assembly. Turn it clockwise to lock it in place. Test the lights to make sure the new bulb is
working. Do not put additional floor mats on top of the anchored mat. Look for signs of cracking
in the rubber, or areas that are getting hard. Replace the blades if you find these signs, or if they
leave streaks and unwiped areas when used. Slide the wiper blade assembly onto the wiper
arm. Make sure it locks in place. Lower the wiper arm down against the windshield. Page Tires

Check the pressure in the tires when Tubeless tires have some ability to All models except LX
they are cold. This means the vehicle self-seal if they are punctured. Page For best results,
Excessive tread wear. Use only genuine Honda wheels weights f or balancing. Page Tires Tire
Rotation Replacing Tires It is best to replace all four tires at Replace your tires with radial tires
of the same time. If that is not possible Front Front the same size, load range, speed or
necessary, replace the two front rating, and maximum cold tire tires or two rear tires as a pair.
Page Because your vehicle has limited tire hear them coming into contact with be seriously
injured or killed. Remove them as soon as Wash your hands after handling. Page Checking the
Battery The battery gives off explosive hydrogen gas during normal operation. A spark or flame
can cause the battery to explode with enough force to kill or seriously hurt you. Wear protective
clothing and a face shield, or have a skilled mechanic do the battery maintenance. Page Vehicle
Storage Fill the fuel tank. Disconnect the battery. If you store your vehicle for 1 year or longer,
have your Honda dealer Change the engine oil and filter. Support the front wiper blade perform
the inspections as soon as arms with a folded towel or rag so Get compact spare tire. Remove
the cover by counterclockwise to loosen it, then point nearest the tire you need to turning the
handle counterclock- remove the jack. Place the flat tire on the ground with the outside surface
of the wheel facing up. Place the flat tire face down in the spare tire well. Check the fuel III. Page
Jump Starting Once your vehicle is running, disconnect the negative cable from your vehicle,
then from the booster battery. Disconnect the positive cable from your vehicle, then from the
booster battery. Keep the ends of the jumper cables away from each other and any metal on the
vehicle until everything is disconnected. If it climbs to the red Steam and spray from an watch
the temperature gauge. Run the engine, and watch radiator reserve tank see page
counterclockwise, without pushing the temperature gauge. If it does not go oil pressure can
cause serious out within ten seconds, turn off mechanical damage almost immediately. Keep
the engine running; starting the engine will discharge the battery rapidly. Page Brake System
Indicator If the ABS indicator comes on with on while driving, the brake fluid level this indicator,
have the vehicle is probably low in the reservoir. If it does, If the fuse is blown, replace it with
one of the same or lower rating. Page Emergency Towing I , and make sure the steering wheel If
your Honda cannot be transported than 50 miles 80 km , and keep the turns f reely bef ore you
begin towing. Determine from the chart on pages , or the diagram on the fuse box lid, which
fuse or fuses control that component. This does not indicate anything wrong. Replace the fuse
with one of the correct rating as soon as you can. Page Technical Information Oxygenated Fuels
Driving in Foreign Countries.. It also U. It is also necessary for licensing and insuring your
vehicle. The easiest place to find the VIN is on a plate fastened to the top of the dashboard. It is
on the front. Vehicles The tires on your car meet all U. All The treadwear grade is a comparaThe traction grades, from highest to tires are also graded for treadwear, tive rating based on the
wear rate of lowest, are AA, A, B, and C. The tires that came on your vehicle have a number of
markings. Those Load index a numerical code you should be aware of are described associated
with the maximum below. These gasolines percentages of oxygenates: service station or switch
to another are collectively referred to as brand of gasoline. Using lower comes out the tailpipe.
A replacement unit must be an original Honda part or its equivalent. Page State Emissions
Testing State Emissions Testing Testing of Readiness Codes If the testing facility determines
that Without touching the accelerator If you take your vehicle for a state the readiness codes are
not set, you pedal, start the engine, and let it emissions test shortly after the will be requested
to return at a later idle for 20 seconds. Page If the testing facility determines the pedal. Vehicle
speed may vary readiness codes are still not set, see slightly; this is okay. If you cannot your
Honda dealer. Warranty Coverages Reporting Safety Defects U. Authorized Manuals Warranty
and Customer Relations Owners: In Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin trained professionals. Owners
a seat Seat Belt Limited Warranty Replacement Battery Limited Your new Honda is covered by
these belt that fails to function properly is provides prorated Warranty warranties: covered for
the useful life of the coverage for a replacement battery vehicle. American Honda Motor Co.
Page Authorized Manuals U. Only Each pay by check or money order, or charge to your credit
card. Service Manual Base Book Page Authorized Manuals Service Manual: NOTE: Dealers and
Companies please provide dealer or company name, and also the name of the person to whose
attention the shipment should This manual covers maintenance and recommended be sent. For
purchases outside U. Page Index Index Headlights High-mount Brake Light.. Battery
Specifications Turn Signal Lights Accessory Power Socket Jump Starting Bulbs, Halogen
Additives, Engine Oil Page Index Childproof Door Locks Child Seats Daytime Running Lights
Lower Anchorage Points Defects, Reporting Safety Economy, Fuel Tether Anchorage Points..
Defogger, Rear Window Emergencies on the Road Climate Control Sensors Page Index Starting
Manual Transmission Engine Speed Limiter.. Ethanol in Gasoline Windshield Washer Folding
Rear Seat Automatic Transmission.. Exhaust Fumes Glove Bo
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x Lockout Prevention Hood, Opening the Power Door Hydraulic Clutch Jacking up the Vehicle
Low Coolant Level Jack, Tire Lower Gear, Downshifting to a. Page Index Moonroof ON Ignition
Key Position Protecting Larger Children Closing Manually Operation in Foreign Countries.
Using Booster Seat Outside Mirrors Outside Temperature Overheating, Engine Owner
Maintenance Checks.. Radiator Overheating Specifications Charts Speed Control Reserve Tank,
Coolant Seats, Adjusting the Security System Shifting the Automatic Air Pressure Shifting the
Manual SRS Indicator System Components Compact Spare Trip Meter Synthetic Oil Page Index
Vehicle Identification Number.. Vehicle Storage Worn Tires Wrecker, Emergency Towing..
Viscosity, Oil Warning Labels, Location of.. Washer, Windshield Checking the Fluid Level.. This
manual is also suitable for: accord 4 door. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete.
Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from
URL.

